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We present a general theory of Banach spaces which are invariant under the 
action of an integrable group representation a d give their atomic decompositions 
with respect o coherent states, i.e., the atoms arise from a single lement under the 
group action. Several well-known decomposition theories are contained as special 
examples and are unified under the aspect of group theory. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of an atomic decomposition for a space of functions or distribu- 
tions is to represent every element as a sum of “simple functions,” usually 
called atoms. If this is possible, properties of these function spaces, such as 
duality, interpolation, or operator theory for them, can be understood 
better by means of the atomic decomposition. Of course, the meaning of 
“simple function” depends on the point of view. Thus, for example, the 
atoms in the decomposition of Hardy spaces are subject o support and 
moment conditions (cf. [CW]). The atoms for the spaces of Besov- 
Triebel-Lizorkin type are transforms of a single function, where the trans- 
formations are given by a certain unitary group representation (cf. 
[FJl, FJ2]). This type of atom is called “generalized coherent state” in 
theoretical physics [KS], where it is used in quite different contexts. From 
our point of view, the Gabor-type expansions of the modulation spaces as 
given in [F4] and the atomic decompositions for Bergman spaces (see 
[RI, CRT]) are further examples of such decompositions with respect o 
generalized coherent states. 
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For each of these families of spaces, specific methods have been 
developed--either a Fourier analytic approach or complex variable 
theory-and the proofs in the papers just mentioned depend heavily on 
particular features of these function spaces. 
In this paper we present a general theory of atomic decompositions with 
respect to generalized coherent states. It contains the above-mentioned 
examples as special cases and many new theories of atomic decompositions. 
Furthermore it reveals that atomic decompositions for these spaces are 
consequences of a single phenomenon, namely the action of a suitable 
group on these spaces. Thus it is possible to treat all known theories of 
atomic decompositions with respect o coherent states in a unified way. 
In the abstract heory we start with an integrable, irreducible, unitary 
representation rtof a locally compact group Y on a Hilbert space 2”. 
Within this context we construct a scale of Banach spaces which are related 
to 2 and which we call coorbit spaces. They are defined by the behaviour 
of the extended representation coeIIicients V,(f)(x) := (n(x) g, f) (also 
called wavelet transform or voice transform in special cases; cf. [GMPl]). 
Thus the distribution f belongs to the coorbit space 9% Y if and only if the 
transform V,(f) off with respect o a suitable analyzing vector g belongs 
to a function space Y on 9. According to the theory of square integrable 
representations these extended representation coefficients satisfy a 
reproducing formula. Thus all questions about coorbit spaces which may 
contain rather wild functions or distributions can be transferred torelated 
questions concerning well-behaved functions on the group 9. 
In our opinion the stronger condition of integrability of the representa- 
tion is essential tothe theory because in that case there exist a minimal and 
a maximal space (cf. [F2] for some general ideas) and one may go beyond 
the Hilbert space. The integrability is implicitly used in the theory of 
wavelets although it claims to use only square integrable representations 
(cf. [GMP2]). 
Once the relation between coorbit spaces and corresponding function 
spaces on the group Y is understood we are left o study convolution 
operators between various spaces on 99 and to do non-commutative har- 
monic analysis. The construction of an atomic decomposition turns out to 
be equivalent o the discretization of a certain convolution operator. The 
atoms are of the form rc(x,)g for a suitable analyzing vector g and a 
suitable well-spread point set (x~)~~, in 3. The choice of the atoms is very 
flexible and thus the atomic decompositions which are obtained by this 
method may be adjusted to a wide range of applications. The technical 
tools for this task will be furnished by the theory of Wiener-type spaces and 
their convolution relations (cf. [Fl ] ). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 collects ome facts 
concerning square integrable representations, and Section 3 provides the 
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terminology of Banach spaces and Wiener-type spaces and contains everal 
auxiliary results, ome of which will only be used in Part II. In Section 4, 
the central part of this paper, we define coorbit spaces and investigate 
several basic properties. The technique for the discretization of convolution 
operators relevant for the atomic decompositions is given in Section 5. 
Section 6 contains the main result concerning the atomic decompositions 
of coorbit spaces and some direct consequences. Finally, we show the 
stability ofthis method. 
In Part II of this series we shall study the properties of the coorbit spaces 
as Banach spaces, such as duality results, embeddings, interpolation, 
unconditional bases, and related questions. This investigation will be based 
entirely on the existence of an atomic decomposition for these spaces. 
In Part III we shall apply the general theory to more examples. Even in 
those situations where atomic decompositions are known to exist the 
general approach can provide new insights. Due to the flexibility of our 
theory the class of possible atoms is much larger than it was supposed to 
be in concrete cases. Among the new examples we mention the atomic 
decompositions for function spaces on the Heisenberg groups which are 
virtually contained in this theory. It remains to check some conditions and 
to write down explicitly the decompositions, thus no new theory or method 
is required. 
2. SQUARE INTEGRABLE GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
We have already demonstrated the importance of (square) integrable 
representations for the theory of coorbit spaces in [FG, F2]. For the sake 
of completeness and for the convenience of the reader we list briefly some 
of the relevant facts and formulas to be used in the sequel. For a general 
orientation concerning related matters the reader may consult, e.g., 
CGMPll, Ccl, CDMI. 
2.1. An irreducible, unitary continuous representation 71 of a 
locally compact (=: l.c.) group $3 on a Hilbert space Z’ is called square 
integrable, if at least one of the representation coefficients (n(x)g, g), 
g # 0, g E 2, is square integrable with respect o the Haar measure on 3. 
We shall assume that the inner product in X is conjugate linear in the first 
and linear in the second factor. It follows that the wavelet transform VR 
defined by V,(f)(x) := (X(X) g, f) is a linear mapping from 3Ep to Cb(%). 
2.2. There is a unique positive, selfadjoint, densely defined operator 
A on 2 such that V,(g) E L’(Y) iff g E dom A and the orthogonality relations 
hold: 
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(2.1) 
VfieX, g,Edom A, i= 1,2. 
As an important consequence one has 
v,,(fJ * &2(fd= (Ag,, Afi> &,(f,) (2.2) 
Vg,,f2EdomA g2,flE.@. 
For unimodular groups A is just a scalar multiple of the identity operator, 
in particular dom A = 2. 
2.3. Choosing now g, = g, = f2 =: g E dom A, normalized such that 
I(Agll = 1, one obtains the reproducing formula 
V,(f)= V,(f) *q,(g) VfES. (2.3) 
The mapping V,: f + V,(f) from S into L2(4e) is isometric and satisfies 
~&wf, = Lx V,(f). (2.4) 
Thus I’, is the intertwining operator between ‘II and the left regular 
representation L, and rc is equivalent o a subrepresentation fL. 
2.4. The orthogonal projection from L2(9) onto the range of V, is 
given by the convolution operator FH F * V,(g). Consequently, a function 
FE L2(9) belongs to the range of I’,, i.e., F= V,(f) for some fE X if and 
only if F* V,(g)= F. 
2.5. An irreducible unitary representation rtis called integrable if at 
least one representation coefficient V,(g) is integrable. Integrable represen- 
tations are obviously square integrable and thus the relations (2.1k(2.3) 
hold. 
3. BANACH FUNCTION SPACES AND WIENER-TYPE SPACES ON GROUPS 
There is a natural parameterization fthe general coorbit spaces to be 
defined in Section 4 through Bunach function spaces (also called solid 
BF-spaces) on the l.c. group 9 (not only rearrangement invariant Banach 
function spaces, or weighted Lp - spaces, for example). For this reason we 
collect a number of definitions and basic facts concerning these spaces. In 
order to have a better separation of local and global properties of the 
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norms involved it will be important to include also Wiener-type spaces in 
our discussion. These spaces have been introduced in full generality in 
[Fl], using ‘*continuous” control functions. The convolution relations 
among these spaces will be relevant for our atomic decompositions. 
Our general setting will be that of a solid BF-space (or Banach function 
spaces) on a l.c. group Y. By this we mean a Banach space (Y, (1 II,,) of
measurable functions on 9, which is continuously embedded into L:,(g), 
and satisfies the solidity condition (cf. [Z], Chap. 151) 
f~ Y, gEL,‘,, with [g(x)/ 6 If(x)1 1.a.e. * gE Yand llgll y< llfll Y. 
Of course, Lp-spaces and mixed norm spaces are the prototypical exam- 
ples for such spaces, as well as arbitrary rearrangement invariant Banach 
function spaces, including Lorentz or Orlicz spaces and the like (cf. [LT]). 
Weighted versions of Lp-spaces have been used as demonstration objects in 
CFGI. 
We shall need the following operators on L:,,(‘S): The left and right 
translation perators L, and R,, given by L,f(y) :=f(x-ly), R,f(y) := 
ffyx), and the involutions ” and ‘, given by f ’ (x) :=f(x-‘) and 
f’(x) :=f(x-‘). A BF-space is called left (right) invariant if L, YE Y (resp. 
R, YE Y) for all XE 9. It follows from the closed graph theorem that the 
operators L, and R, resp. are bounded on (Y, II II y) for each XE Y, and 
that the mapping w: x H IIlL, 111 y (resp. /I( R, 111 y), using these symbols for 
the operator norms of these operators on (Y, 11 11 y), is well defined and sub- 
multiplicative, i.e., itsatisfies w(x 0 y) < w(x) w(y) for x, y E 9. It is useful 
to observe that the spaces L;(9) := {FI FWE L’}, endowed with their 
natural norm, are Banach convolution algebras (called Beurling algebras), 
continuously embedded into (L’, II II ,), if w(x) > 6,, > 0 for all x E Y. 
We shall assume throughout this paper that the solid BF-spaces 
( Y, II I[ y) are two-sided, i.e., left and right invariant. Furthermore we take up 
the convention to use w only for a weight function (considered as fixed for 
a given Y or a family of such spaces) for which Y is a Banach module over 
LL, i.e., satisfying 
Y*Lf&Y 
and 
IF’* GIIYG IIFII y llG”lI~,w for FE Y, GEL;. (3.1) 
If the space X(Y) of continuous complex-valued functions with compact 
support is dense in (Y, (I (( y) or more generally, if right translation is 
continuous in (Y, II II y), i.e., the mapping x -+ R,f is continuous from $9 
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into ( Y, jJ )I y) for all f~ Y, (3.1) is equivalent o the estimate JJIR, j/j ,<
Cw(x) for all x E %. 
Since the norm of an element of a BF-space Y does not reflect the local 
behaviour of these functions, the Wiener-type spaces (as treated in [Fl]) 
are a more appropriate tool. Given a solid BF-space B, the global 
behaviour of a given function in B,,( 9) (i.e., belonging locally to B) can 
be conveniently described using a control function given as follows: Let 
k E X(9) be any non-zero window-function (one should think of a plateau- 
like function, satisfying 0 < k(x) < 1 for all x E 99 and k(z) E 1 on a compact 
neighbourhood of the identity) and define the control function as 
K(f, k B)(x) := II (L,k)fll B for ~~59, 
It is clear that for the control function only the local behaviour off near 
x, measured in terms of the local norm (1 (lB, is relevant (note that K 
depends on a continuous parameter). The best way to impose growth or 
integrability conditions on K (at infinity, i.e., globally) is to choose as 
global component any reasonable two-sided translation invariant solid 
BF-space (Y, II II y). 
DEFINITION 3.1. (of Wiener-type spaces). Given any solid BF-space 
(B, I( Ils) we define the Wiener-type space 
W& Y) := (f~ &,, KU k; B) E Y}. (3.2) 
It is endowed with the natural norm /f) W(B, Y)jl := IjK(f, k; B)jly. 
The same definition also makes sense for the space B= C”(9) (with the 
sup-norm jJ II,) and B= M(9), the space of bounded regular Bore1 
measures, which is considered as the dual of C”(9) by the Riesz representa- 
tion theorem. 
As has been shown in [Fl] these spaces are two-sided invariant Banach 
spaces, which do not depend on the particular choice of the window- 
function k. Moreover, different functions k, and k2 define equivalent 
norms. 
In order to prepare the appropriate terminology for the discrete descrip- 
tion of these spaces let us give the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given some neighborhood U of the identity in 4, a 
family X= (x~)~~, in 9 is called ,&dense if the family (xi U)i,, covers 9. 
The family is called V-separated if for some relatively compact 
neighbourhood V of the identity the sets (xi V)i,, are pairwise disjoint. 
It is called relatively separated if it is the finite union of V-separated 
families. Finally, we shall call a family (xi)iel well-spread in 9 if it is both 
U-dense and relatively separated. 
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Without loss of generality we shall always assume that the group 9 is 
cr-compact, therefore all index sets Z, partitions of unity, and coverings of 
the group used in this paper will be countable. 
LEMMA 3.3. The following properties for X= (xi)itl in 9 are equivalent: 
(i) The family (x~)~~, is relatively separated; 
(ii) For any compact set KE Q, there exists a finite partition of the 
index set Z, Z= IJfzl Z,, such that each of the families (x~K)~,~, consists of 
pairwise disjoint sets (and conversely, any relatively separated family is 
obtained in this way). 
(iii) Given any relatively compact set W with non-void interior 
sup # {k(x,WnxiW#@}<co. 
iel 
Proof The reader who does not want to check the details is referred to 
[FGr], Lemma 2.91. 1 
Using this terminology, any given solid BF-space Y may be quite 
naturally associated with a corresponding sequence space Y,(X) (some- 
times called solid BK-space). 
DEFINITION 3.4. Given a discrete family X= (x~)~~, in Y and a solid, 
translation invariant BF-space (Y, (1 )I ,,) we, define the associate discrete 
BK-space Y,(X) as {A I,4 = (AJic, with Cie,Ai~X,W~ Y}, with natural 
norm /l/i ( Y,II := IICiEl IAil cXiw ) Y/J. Whenever convenient we omit the 
indication of the dependence on X. 
For a well-spread family X this definition does not depend on the choice 
of W, i.e., different sets W define the same space Y, and equivalent norms 
(over a fixed system X= (xJis,). The following lemma collects several basic 
properties of Y, (which follow by [Fl, FGr] or easy direct computations): 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) Zf the functions with compact support are dense in Y, the 
finite sequences form a dense subspace of Yd. 
(b) With we(x) := Il1L~lIl y and w(i) := wO(xi) the inclusions 1;E Ydc 
lGw hold. 
(c) Given two well-spread families X and x’, Y,(X) E Z,(X) if and 
only if Y,(X) EZ,(X’). The last statement allows us to write unam- 
biguously Y, c Zd in the sequel. 
(d) Dependence of Y,(X) on X: Assume that for two well-spread 
families X and X’ over the same index set there is a compact set Q such that 
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x,: ’ xi E Q for all i E I. Then Y,(X) = Y,(X’), and the corresponding norms 
are equivalent. 
(e) Given a weighted Lp-space LP,, the associated sequence space over 
X is the appropriate weighted lP-space 1 4, the discrete weight m being given 
by m(i) := m(x,) for i E I. The same is true for general rearrangement 
invariant solid BF-space on 3 instead of Lp((e). 
(f) Let X = (x~)~~, be a U,-dense and relatively separated family in 3. 
Then for any partition (I,):=, of the index set I the projections 
P,:Ak+A,:= 
i 
Li for ifI, 
0 else 
define a partition of unity on Y,. 
Thus IX”,=1 IlCie,,~iCx,W ( Y(I defines an equivalent norm on Y,. 
Establishing discrete descriptions of these spaces involves the use of 
suitable partitions ofunity. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Given any compact neighbourhood of e in $?, a family 
yy= (l(/i)icI in Co(B) is called a bounded uniform partition of unity of size. 
U (we shall use the acronym U-BUPU in the sequel, or BUPU if the size 
of U is not relevant) if the following properties hold: 
(Bl) O<Gi(x)< 1 for all iE1 (hence Y is bounded in (Co, I( II,)). 
(B2) There is a well-spread family (xJic, in ‘9 such that 
supp$iSxiUViEI. 
(B3) Cis, $i(X) E 1. 
It is possible to construct arbitrary fine BUPUs, i.e., U-BUPUs for any 
given U for arbitrary l.c. groups (cf. [F3], for example). 
Using BUPU’s one can give the following discrete characterization of 
Wiener-type spaces: 
PROFYXITION 3.7. (Theorem 2 of [Fl ] ). f E W( B, Y) if and only if 
(I) fiiJJB)iel~ YJX) for some BUPU !P (and the norm of this sequence in Y, 
defines an equivalent norm). In particular, W(B, Y’) c W(B, Y*) if and only 
if YjE Yj. 
The above discrete characterization also tells us that f = Cip, fJli and 
that the series is norm convergent if the finite sequences are dense in Yd. 
Here the building blocks ftii satisfy certain support and summability condi- 
tions, but on the other hand any function of the form f = xi:, fi with 
(fi)ie, satisfying. thesame conditions belongs to W(B, Y). 
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LEMMA 3.8. (a) A continuous function f belongs to W( Co, Y) if and only 
IY (f(xi))ic Ibelongs to Y, for every relatively separated family X= (Xi)ip,. 
(b) The discrete measure xi., JiSX, belongs to W(h4, Y) if and only if 
(l,i)i,, belongs to Yd for any (one) such X and the corresponding norms are 
equivalent. 
In the general situation we need “right” Wiener-type spaces WR(B, Y). 
They can be obtained by replacing (left ranslation perators) L, by right 
translation operators. R, (or by applying the involution ” ). They enjoy 
analogous properties. 
The following lemma relates a solid BF-space to other (solid) Wiener- 
type spaces having the same global behaviour: 
LEMMA 3.9. For any translation invariant BF-space (Y, I( I( y) let us 
denote by we(x) the norm of the lefl translation operator: we(x) := (I(L,[I( y. 
Then 
(a) W(CO, Y)z Yz W(L’, Y), 
(b) Yc WV,, L&,4. 
ProoJ (a) Let kE X(9) be a positive window-function, satisfying 
k(x) = 1 on a neighbourhood of e. The first inclusion then follows from the 
obvious inequality IF( y)l d I( L,k)FI( m. Taking the norm in Y one has 
l/F/ Y/J < I(FI W(C”, Y)(I, as a consequence of the solidity of Y. 
For the second embedding note first that (due to the solidity of Y) FE Y 
may be assumed to be positive. Itthen follows that 
JW, k; L%x) = ll(Lk)FlI, = j l(U)(y) F(y)1 4 = F * k” (XI. 9 
By (3.1) we have 
IIJ’I @XL’, VII si IIFII y llkll I,w. 
(b) Because Y is embedded into L:,,,(Y), it follows that for any 
kE X(S) there exists C, > 0 such that J(kF(( < C, llF/ y for all FE Y. Then 
the estimate for the control function 
W’, k L’)(x) = II(Lk)FlI, = IIKL-~FM~ 
<C/c lIL~FIl,~~C,~o(x-*) IIFlIr 
implies 
IIFI WV’, L;,v; NI = VW, k L’) I L;w; II d C, lIFtI y. I 
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The convolution relation below will serve as a substitute for Cotlar’s 
lemma. The properties of W(L”, L!+,) allow one to decompose a convolu- 
tion operator into pieces which are easily estimated and then to reconstruct 
the operator as an (absolutely) convergent sum. The next proposition 
enables us to analyze convolution operators on a wide range of function 
spaces on 9, 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Under the assumption (3.1) (relating Y and w) one 
has 
W(M, Y) * WR(CO, LL) c Y. (3.3) 
ProoJ: Recall that GE WR(Co, LL) has a decomposition G = 
Cn2 I R,“G, with G, E X(Y), supp G, s Q = Q-l (compact), and 
n;, IIG, II m w(z,J G C IIG IWR(Co, CAlI < ~0. 
Thus let us consider first the effect of the convolution of ~1 E W(M, Y) with 
the building blocks G,. Choosing a function k E Xx(%), with k 20 and 
k(x) E 1 on Q, we obtain 
I P * G,(x)l = I9 GAY- ‘x) My) 
d IIGnll, (LA P) = IIGnllcc IILk~/4, 
= ll~,ll ‘x: K(cL, k W(x) for x E Y a.e. 
From the assumption p E W(M, Y) we see that the convolution p * G, is 
well-defined. An application of the Y-norm on both sides yields 
II P * Gn II rG IlG, II m II PI WM, Y)II. 
To finish we put together all the pieces of G and arrive at 
Il~*GllrG 1 II CL * RznGG, II Y < c IIUP * GA 
H>l n>I 
G c w(z,) II P * G, II r
n31 
G 
( 
c w(z,) IIG, II m II PI WM, Y)II 
“>I > 
d C IIGI WR(Co, L!Jll IIPI VM Y)ll. I 
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4. THE GENERAL THEORY OF &ORBIT SPACES 
In this central section we introduce coorbit spaces with respect o a given 
group representation. We explore the basic properties as far as they are 
needed for their characterization through atomic decompositions. The 
detailed study of their properties as Banach spaces will be pursued in 
Part II. Some of these facts were already presented in [FG] without 
rigorous proof, hence we shall provide detailed arguments here wherever 
necessary and further explore the general theory. The main components for 
our theory are described below. 
We start with an irreducible, unitary, continuous representation rrof a 
locally compact group $9 on a Hilbert space X which is at least integrable. 
Given a weight function w on 9 the set of analyzing vectors LZ& is given by 
We shall always assume J& is non-trivial. Since rr is irreducible J& is a 
dense linear subspace of 2. Fixing an arbitrary non-zero element g E z&, 
the space 2: is defined as 
2: is a rc-invariant Banach space which is dense in 2 and minimal in a 
certain sense (cf. [FG, Corollary 4.71). The set {rc(x) g, x E S} is a total 
subset of 2: (cf. [FG, Corollary 4.81). 
As an appropriate reservoir within which coorbit spaces are obtained by 
way of suitable selection we shall take the space (ZL)’ of all continuous 
conjugate-linear functionals (=“antifunctionals”) on 2;. This allows us to 
preserve the notation of the inner product on 2 and to write (f, h) for 
the result of the action of the antifunctional h E (LZ?~,)’ onfe &‘,‘,,. One has 
the inclusions 
Aq 4 2 4 (A?$)’ (4.1) 
and for f, h E &,!+ c (2:)‘: (A h) = (h, f). Correspondingly the bracket 
(F, H) for functions F, H on the group will always mean the antidual 
pairing (F, H) :=sc F(y) H(y) dy whenever the integral exists (e.g., for 
the Lh - L&,- antiduality). 
(%A,)’ by the usual rule: 
The action of 71 on Xi, can be extended to 
CL n(x)h) := <74x-‘)f, h) for f~ #$, h E (2;)‘. 
Therefore it is reasonable to consider the extended representation coef- 
ficients (wavelet transform) V,(f)(x) := (rr(x)g, f) for f~ (%k)’ (for 
fixed g E J&). 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Properties of (Z’!,,)’ and the Wavelet Transform). 
(i) The inner product on X extends to a sesquilinear x-invariant pairing 
( ., .) on %‘L x (Xi,)‘. For any element f E (XL)’ the wavelet-transform 
V,(f)(x) := (n(x) g, f) is a continuous function in L;“;,(Q). 
(ii) V,: (Hk)’ + LGw (‘9) is one-to-one from (XL)’ into L;,,,(9) and 
intertwines 71and L, i.e., we have 
V&wf) = Lx V,(f) VfE (x;)‘. (4.2) 
(iii) If g is normalized by llAg]l = 1 the reproducing formula hula5 true, 
i.e., 
v,(f)= v,(f)* v,(g) forall fE(%tY)l. (4.3) 
(iv) Conversely, for every FE L&(Y) satisfying the relation 
F * V,(g) = F there exists a unique element f E (XL)’ with V,(f) = F. 
(v) A bounded net (fJaE, in (2%;)’ is w*-convergent o an element 
f~ (Sk)’ if and only if V,(f,) converges pointwise to V,(f) if and only if 
V,(f,) converges uniformly on compact sets to V,(f ). 
Proof (i) The properties of (., .) on XL x (2:)’ follow from the 
definition. V,(f) E L;,(9) follows from the estimate 
I V&f )(x)l = I (4xk3 f >I 
6 Ilhkl 3; II lf IWV)’ II 
<w(x) IlglJf~II lf Iwvnl~ (4.4) 
(ii) V,(f)(x) = (n(x)g, f) = 0 for all x E $9 implies f = 0 because the 
set of atoms n(x)g, XE%’ is total in 2:. Formula (4.2) is obvious. 
(iii) The reproducing formula (2.3) for f E X written out in full 
yields (taking into account the conjugate linearity inthe first factor) 
(n(x)g, f> = j” v,kW’xK4yk~ f > dy 
= V,(gNy- lx) n(y) g dy> f 
> 
and consequently 
4xk = j- (Nyk n(xk> 4yk dy. (4.5) 
For g E dw this identity is valid even in XL. Applying an element 
f E(XL)l to (4.5) implies the same reproducing formula for (XL)‘, 
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because we have the same rules of calculation as for the inner product 
(whereas a bilinear extension of the inner product would result in a 
different reproducing formula!). 
(iv) Let us first calculate the adjoint V,*: L;,,,++ (XL)‘. For 
FE L;,,,(S), h EXk one has by definition 
(k V,*(F))=(V,(h),F)=S(x(y)g,h)F(y)dy 
and thus 
(4.6) 
This integral is well defined in the weak sense because the representation 
is integrable and .J& # (0). 
Next we remark that for f~ Lq,,, one has 
as a consequence of (4.6) and the symmetry condition V,(g) = V,(g)‘. 
Assertion (iv) follows immediately. Applying these formulas again, the 
relation 
~,uy(~,(f))) = V,(f) * V,(g) = ~,(I-) (4.9) 
shows that V,* 0 I’,: (#L)’ H (XL)’ is the identity operator. 
(v) Suppose that a net (f,) converges to fin (2:)’ in the w*-sense. 
Then a fortiori V,(f,)(x) = (X(.X) g, f,) + (n(x) g, f) for all XE 9. Since 
for a compact set KG 9, the set {n(x)g: XEK} is compact in 9; (being 
the image of a compact set under a continuous mapping), pointwise 
convergence implies uniform convergence of V&f,) on K. 
On the other hand, pointwise convergence of (R(X) g, fa) implies 
w*-convergence whenever the net (f,) is bounded in (2:)’ because the 
set (rc(x) g, xE 28} is total in 2;. 1 
Remark. The use of the antidual (Zk)’ instead of the dual (2;)’ is 
perhaps surprising, but very convenient. It allows us to carry over the 
notations and formulas from Hilbert space without modifications, e.g., the 
reproducing formula for f~ # or f~ (Xk)‘, whereas a bilinear extension 
of the scalar product would have led us to use both rc and its conjugate 
representation E.The reproducing formula would then have the form 
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but 
and thus reveal an undesirable difference b tween the Hilbert space con- 
cerned and the extended situation. 
Since the antidual (2:)’ can always be ,,identified” with (2;) using 
the correspondence between f E (XL)’ and 3~ (%A,)‘, (h, 3) := (h, f) 
this technical detail is of no consequence. 
In order to introduce coorbit spaces in full generality we consider as our 
next main ingredient the family of translation i variant solid BF-spaces on 
the group Y (cf. Section 3). 
To every such space Y on $9 are associated the two submultiplicative 
functions, describing the asymptotic behaviour of left and right translation 
operators: x -+ IIIL,r 111 ,, and x + II(R, 111 y.We shall work in the sequel with 
the weight function w given by 
w(x) := max( IIIL Ill y1IIILx-~III yt IIIR, Ill y,IIIR-1111 y d -‘(x)1. (4.10) 
By this choice it is clear that the convolution relations (3.1) and, by 
Proposition 3.10, also (3.3) are valid. 
We shall always work under the hypothesis that the space &w is non- 
trivial and only function spaces Y with such weight functions will be 
considered. Thus the spaces Zt, and (XL)’ are well defined, and the 
following definition isreasonable: 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
% Y := ff~ (XL)’ with v,(f) E Y). 
As a natural norm we take Ilfll, y:= II V,(j-)ll y. %L Y will be called the 
coorbit of Y under the representation n. 
This terminology is strongly influenced by the work of J. Peetre (cf. [Pl, 
p. 2001). In the definition % Y seems to depend not only on the represen- 
tation x, but also on the choice of the weight w and the analyzing vector 
g. The independence of these ingredients will be stated in the next theorem. 
Thus we need not indicate these parameters in the notation. We shall also 
suppress the dependence of VU Y on rc in the notation whenever convenient 
(cf. Theorem 4.6 below). 
We shall use the following convention: lowercase letters denote elements 
in the coorbit spaces and the corresponding capital letters are their 
I’,-transforms, e.g., G := V,(g), F := V,(f), etc., where an admissible 
vector g is fixed throughout the discussion. 
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THEOREM 4.2 (Basic Properties of Coorbit Spaces). (i) %& Y is a 
z-invariant Banach space which is continuously embedded into (2;)‘. 
(ii) The definition of %7u Y is independent of the choice of the analyzing 
vector g E -c4,, i.e., different vectors g E SZ& define the same space and equivalent 
norms. 
(iii) %‘u Y is independent of the reservoir (Xi,)‘, i.e., if w2 is another 
weight with w(x) < Cw,(x)for all x E Y and SS& # (O}, then 
% Y= {f E (2;)’ with V#)E Y} 
= {fe (A?;,)’ with V&f)e I’}. 
The proof of the theorem and all further developments will rely on the 
following 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (i) Given g E J&, a function FE Y is of the form V,(f) 
for some f E %” Y tf and only tf F satisfies the reproducing formula, i.e., 
F = F * V,, g). It follows that 
(ii) Vg: 5%~ Y --+ Y establishes an isometric isomorphism between 59~ Y 
and the closed subspace Y * V,(g) of Y, whereas F N F * V,(g) defines a 
bounded projection from Y onto this subspace. 
(iii) Every function F= F * V,(g) is continuous, belongs to L$(S), 
and the evaluation mapping FH F(x) may ‘also be written as F(x) = 
(LG F). 
This proposition will be our principal instrument because it allows us to 
translate all problems concerning coorbit spaces into problems about 
continuous functions on the group 3 and to make use of the convolution 
relations for Wiener-type spaces there. From another point of view the 
proposition tells us that V?U Y is (isomorphic to) a Banach space with a 
reproducing kernel. 
In the proof of the proposition we make use of a restricted class of 
analyzing vectors ~8~. (better vectors), which we encountered already in 
[FG] as atoms for %J LP,. We define 
L?a, := (gEx: V,(g)e WR(CO, LL)}. 
Then @w c z&, and 9& is still dense in z?:. Moreover, every V,(g), with 
g E &I,,,, has representations ofthe form 
v,(g) = f L/f,= f R+G, 
n=l n=l 
(4.11) 
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for suitable sequences of functions G,, H, in X(Y), with supp G, u 
supp H, E Q (a fixed compact set in Y) for all n and 
.,;l GJ IIGn II m = II v&N WR(Co> L!vll (4.12) 
(and z C,“=, w(z,) II H, II oo, respectively). 
The first representation i (4.11) follows from Proposition 3.7 and the 
second one from the relations 
ggr = W) and (L,G)” :=R,(G”). (4.13) 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. The reproducing formula for f E % Yc 
(2:)’ has already been stated and proved in Theorem 4.l(iii). Moreover, 
by relation (3.1) it is now true as a convolution in Y. 
For the converse take FE Y satisfying F * V,(g) = F. As soon as we have 
shown that FEL&(~) we can apply Theorem 4.l(iv) and find that f := 
b’,*(F)~(.#k)’ satisfies V,(f)=FEL&n Y and consequentlyf E%?u Y. 
In order to verify that F * V,(g) = F implies FE LGw we assume first 
ge W,, whence V,(g) E WR(Co, L!,,). By Lemma 3.9(b) any FE Y belon& 
to WLl, qw;). s ince w:(x) 6 w(x), by (4.10) Proposition 3.10 applies 
(with Y replaced by LG,) and yields F= F * V,(g) E L&,. 
Now take an arbitrary (normalized g E s&‘,. We know that for any fixed 
non-zero go E ??&,, g is of the form g = I$,($) for some 4 E L$#, where 
w# :=w+w”d-’ [FG, Lemma 4.21, and that V,(g) = 4 * V&g,) * 4” 
(by an elementary calculation). Then F= F * V,(g) = F * cj * V,,(g,) * #‘, 
where F* 4~ YZ W(L’, L;,) by (3.1) and 3.9(b), hence F* 4 * V,,(g,)cz 
L;,(Q) by Proposition 3.10 and finally FE LGw * Lk’ s L;,+ as desired. 
Altogether we have found for every F = F * V,(g) E Y some f E 5% Y with 
V,(f) = F which is even uniquely determined by the injectivity of V,. 
Furthermore 
F(x)=F*G(x)=jF(y)G(y-‘x)dy 
= GW’y)F(y)dy= (LG, F), s 
where we have used that G = GV and the fact that for FE LGw and G E LL 
the convolution can be written pointwise in the above way. The remaining 
assertions are now obvious. u 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (i) and (ii): After having clarified the technical 
details concerning the reservoir and the isomorphism between % Y and 
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Y * V,(g), the proof, based on the orthogonality and convolution relations, 
is literally the same as in [FG, Theorem 5.21. 
For the embedding %U Y 4 (Xi)’ we observe first that 
Ilf IW!J’ II g II qf-) I Lg%‘ll. (4.14) 
The estimate 11 V,(j) 1 L;,,, II < IIf 1(XL)’ 11 llgl%a I( was established in 
(4.4). For the converse we use the fact that I’,* is an isometry from LL * G 
onto &k (Proposition 4.3). Therefore 
IlfIw$)‘II = SUP (kf)= sup W,*W* GM-) 
Ilh I &II = I llff* GIL;11 =1 
= sup (H* G, ~g(f)> 6 sup 
lIH* GIL.;11 = 1 
<K I’,(f)> 
IIHIL~II = 1 
Then one obtains with the help of the reproducing formula, Proposi- 
tion 3.10, and Lemma 3.9(b), 
Ilf Iw!J II G II qf) I Jyw II 
G II W-1 I WV’> L;,)ll IIGI WRWo, ~$11 < C II v,(f) I Yll 
and the continuity of the embedding of 5%~ Y into (XL)’ is proved. 
(iii) If w(x) < Cw,(x) for all XE Y it is obvious that X,&Z .X!,, 
as a dense subspace, and therefore (&‘!,,)’ G (&‘!,,,)’ (in the sense of 
continuous embeddings). Fixing ge A’& c &w we suppose that for some 
l-e w!& I/g(f)~ Y. We have to verify that f belongs already to 
w;r respectively that VJf)o L&(B). But this has been proved in 
Proposition 4.3. The embedding YG W(L’, L$,,;) has nothing to do 
with the weight function w2, so the reproducing formula for V,(f) and 
the same convolution arguments as in Proposition 4.3 lead to the desired 
conclusion. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. (a) 56% L&, = (Hi,)‘. 
(b) %L*=Z’. 
Proofi For (a) there is nothing more to prove. In order to verify (b) 
note that for Y= L*(S) the minimal reservoir is (X!,,)‘, with w(x)= 
1 + A -i’*(x). Since (cf. Section 2.3) I’,(f) EL*(S) for f~ 2 the inclusion 
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Xc % L2 is clear. On the other hand, if for f~ (XL)‘, V,(f) E L2, then 
there exists as a consequence of Section 2.4 some S’ E %’ such that 
V,(r)= V,(f). By the injectivity of V, on (XL)‘ it follows that 
f’=feX and thus %L2cc%. 1 
Our next aim is to introduce the notation of an orbit space (as opposed 
to the coorbit spaces considered so far) and to show that orbit and coorbit 
spaces coincide. Recall to this end that the mapping 
is bilinear from L;,,,xs$ onto (2;)‘. For a subset Z in L&(B) and a 
fixed vector g E .s& one may speak of the Z-orbit of g, given by 
q,(Z) := { V,*(F), FEZ} c (.&y. (4.15) 
For a fixed function F, gH V,*(F) is a (densely defined linear) operator 
from SC&, -+ (&?t)‘, which is usually denoted by x(F) and which may be 
reasonable for other functions F than those in L$,, e.g., for FE L$, with 
s := l/p - l/p’. 
If g E 9SW, then one can show that, for FE Y (with canonically associated 
weight w (4.10)), V:(F) = j F(y) rc(y)g dy makes sense as a weak integral. 
For general g E J& we may define 
I/,*(F) := V,*(F* V,(g)). (4.16) 
This is possible due to Proposition 4.3, and is consistent with the weak 
integral definition because one can check that V,*(F * H) = Vk,,,(F) for 
HE LL. (whenever reasonable). The above formula is perhaps easier to 
remember if it is rewritten in the form z(F * H) = x(F) X(H). Finally, 
Q’V’,k)) = g (by (4.9)). 
In the light of this definition Proposition 4.3 gives the following 
COROLLARY 4.5. For every g E s$ 
and the orbit-norm 
IV I @,t VII := inf( IIJ’I Y L f= &‘V)l (4.17) 
is an equivalent norm on GRO Y. 
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Proof By Proposition 4.3 every f E 5% Y is of the form I/,*(F), FE Y 
(hence %‘u YG 0( Y)). On the other hand, V,*(F), FE Y is an element of 
%?LJ Y by formula (4.8). The equivalence of the norms follows from 
Ilf I@( Y)II = II qv,Cf )) I w VII < II Vg(f 1 I VI = Ilf I%fi7 YII. 
Conversely one can find for f E @i(Y) and C > 1 some FE Y such that 
f= J',*V')= J',*V'* Q(g)) and IIFI VI G C Ilf ILot YNI. 
Consequently, 
Ilf I%L YII = II Vg(f 1I VI 
= II f’,C J’:(F * v,(g))) IYII = IF * v,(g) I VI 
GIIf’l YII lI~gk)I~!JG‘llf I@(Y)ll. I
COROLLARY 4.6. % Y is a retract of (Y, II II y). 
Proof The linear mappings Vg: 55” Y + Y and Vg* : Y -+ %ZZ Y are 
bounded by definition a d Corollary 4.5, respectively, and V$o V, = Id, y 
(cf. (4.9)). 1 
THEOREM 4.7. (i) Given a weight function w the family of coorbit spaces 
9% Y with Y satisfying (3.1) is closed with respect o arbitrary interpolation 
methods. 
(ii) The subfamily of coorbit spaces with respect o weighted LP-spaces 
is closed with respect o complex interpolation. 
Proof It is clear that the family of spaces Y under consideration is 
closed with respect o interpolation. Since interpolation functors commute 
with taking retracts, (i) is proved and (ii) is an obvious consequence. 1 
Next we describe to what extent coorbit spaces depend on the realization 
of a representation rrand how intertwining operators between equivalent 
representations can be extended in a canonical way to isomorphisms 
between corresponding coorbit spaces. 
THEOREM 4.8 (Automatic Extension of Intertwining Operators, 
Dependence on R). (i) Assume that (?I~, &?,) and (x2, X2) are two equiv- 
alent integrable (irreducible, unitary, continuous) representations of Y, i.e., 
that there is an isometry T S, -+ X2 such that R*(X) T = Tn 1 (x) for all x E 9. 
Then T can be uniquely extended to a bounded invertible intertwining 
operator between %o,, Y and S,, Y. 
(ii) Let a: 4 H gz be a surjective homomorphism, and n, and z2 
integrable (irreducible, unitary) representations of 9, and 4 such that 
580/86/2-S 
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R~oc((x)T= TX,(x) for allxE’3,. For any solid BF-space Y on ‘SI we denote 
by a* Y the solid BF-space on 4 given by c1* Y = {F, such that Fo a E Y> with 
the norm IIFJ a* YII = l[Fo a 1 Y(I. Th en the extension of the intertwining 
operator T maps WO,, Y onto WU,, a* Y. 
(iii) If, in particular, a: 29 H 23 is an automorphism of Y and R an 
integrable representation of 9 such that noa(x TX(X) then 59.. Y is 
invariant under T whenever a* Y = Y. 
Proof: (i) To indicate the dependence of the spaces involved on the 
representation we add x1, 7~ to our notation. We consider first the effect of 
T: 4 H X2 on the analyzing vectors gE s8,(rr, )
I9 (n,(x)g, g> wWx=~g (Tn,(x)g, Tg) w(x)dx 
= s y(dx) Tg, Tg) 4x1 dx, 
which implies that T maps ~&(rc, ) onto &Jn2). Now we take arbitrary 
normalized vectors g E &Jrrr), g, E J&(X,), and f E XI and compute 
the following convolution with the help of (2.2) (with Vi,(h)(x) := 
(71i(x) gi, L >I: 
v;,(Tf)= v&(T'f) * v;,(Q)= J';(f) * $,(Td (4.18) 
or equivalently Tf = V,, ’ * 0 Co V'(f ), where C is the right convolution with 
(x2( .) g,, Tg). This relationg means that the intertwining operator 
T: ZI + y2 can be obtained by (1) taking the V,-transform with respect o 
x1, (2) taking a right convolution with (z*( .) g,, Tg) which is in L!,,(gr) 
whenever gE ~&,y(~r), g, E &Jn2), and (3) reversing the V,-transform with 
respect to 7r2. Since (n2(.) g,, Tg)ELk(gI) this version of T can be 
extended to f E %Gn, Y. Consequently T is a bounded operator from %‘u,, Y
onto %“,, Y and the intertwining property follows from (4.2). 
T is invertible because we may proceed the same way with 
T- ‘: S2 + XI. The uniqueness follows from the fact that T is completely 
known from the images of n,(x)g (which, however, takes place within the 
Hilbert spaces). 
Another equivalent extension procedure would have been to restrict 
T-‘: &$(7r2) + S;(q), then to consider the adjoint mapping 
T-l*: XL(rrr) +&L(n2)l and to show that T-l* maps %%,, Y onto 
%?o,* Y via the identification of orbits and coorbits (Corollary 4.5). i 
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of (i). Since 7c20a(x) T = 
TX,(X) one obtains by the same calculation asabove ~$,(n,) = ~-d&(x, 0 a) = 
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A&~~-I(~,). (Note that the integrability of ‘Al, and the intertwining of rrn, 
and rr2 imply the kernel of a to be compact and the ambiguity of w 0 tl- ’ 
disappears by defining it to be constant on the cosets of ker a). Further- 
more, T extends from %‘u,, Y onto %,,,. Y, i.e., if fo% Y, then 
TfEgonzoor Yo (nJa(x)) g,, Tf) E Y, which means by definition that 
(z2(y)g2, Tf)Ea*YaTfE%,,a*Y. 
(iii) This is now trivial. 1
Remark. Parts (ii) and (iii) are, on this abstract level, mere tautologies, 
but they will allow us in a concrete situation to conclude without any 
further effort hat certain integral operators (the so-called metaplectic 
representation) leave a large scale of function spaces on IV (certain 
modulation spaces) invariant, whereas a direct proof involves long calcula- 
tions (cf. [P2]). 
THEOREM 4.9. Assume that (Y, 11 11 r) h as an absolutely continuous norm 
(which is equivalent to the assumption that the Banach dual Y’ coincides with 
the K&he-dual Y” := {HE L,‘,,: HFE L’(3) VFE Y}.). Then 
(% Y)' = %?u Y" = 5% y'. 
Prod Since IIILI y*lll= IIlL- I VII and Ill&l Wll= IIIRx-l I VII A-‘(x) 
the canonical weights w defined in (4.10) for Y” and Y coincide. There- 
fore %?u Y and %” Y” are selected from the same reservoir (X!,,)’ and 
both spaces have the same set of analyzing vectors. Thus the following 
arguments are consistent. Let i: %‘D Y” H ($5 Y)’ be the mapping 
i@)(f)= (I/,(h), Q(f)>, (4.19) 
Then l@)(f )I G II V,(h) IWI II v,(f) IVI = Ilh 1%~ WI Ilf IGZ” YII and the 
norm of the functional i(h) is equivalent o IlhJ% Y”II by an argument 
similar to that in (4.14). In particular, i is one-to-one. 
For the converse we have to show that i is onto. We identify % Y with 
the closed subspace Y + G (Proposition 4.3(ii)). By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem we can extend any given k E (% Y)’ 1: (Y * G)’ to a functional 
KE Y’ such that 
W'Jf))=<kf) for all feS% Y. (4.20) 
Since Y’ = Ya by assumption there exists HE Y’ such that 
K(F) = j- H(x) F(x) dx = (H, F) for all FE Y. 
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By the relation (H, V,(j)) = (H, V,(f) * G) = (H * G, V,(f)) the func- 
tional F + <H * G, F) is another admissible xtension of K. Let h be the 
associated element in % Y” with V,(h) = H (by Proposition 4.3(i)), then 
W)(f)= <H* G, &(f)> = (K J’,(f)> = (kf). I 
COROLLARY 4.10. %‘o Y is a reflexive Banach space, if Y is reflexive. 
Proof For a reflexive solid BF-space the Banach dual coincides with its 
K&he-dual Y” and Y = Y” = Yaa (cf. [Z]), therefore (%?8 Y)” = WU Y. 1 
5. DISCRETIZATION OF CONVOLUTIONS 
In this section the relevant echniques leading to the atomic decomposi- 
tions are presented. The basic idea is-not unfamiliar-to replace certain 
convolution products by sums of translates ofone convolution factor. Since 
such results eem to be of independent interest we state them separately 
here. Related methods can also be used to derive various results on the 
complete reconstruction fband-limited functions on [w” from an irregular 
sampling (such questions will be discussed in detail elsewhere), in a way 
similar to Shannon’s sampling theorem. 
As in the preceding sections, Y is a translation i variant, solid BF-space 
and w a weight function such that (3.1) holds true. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. There is a constant Cd > 0 such that for any U,-dense 
and relatively separated family X = (x~)~~, and for any U,-BUPU !P the 
linear coefficient mapping Fw A= (Ai)i,, := ((tii, F))i,, satisfies the 
estimate 
/IA IY,(X)II G Cd IlFl VI. 
Proof. Let FE Y and k E X(S) be a plateau function with k(x) = 1 on 
QUO. Then for every y E Y the control function 
K(F, Y)= C ($i, IFI > C,Q(Y) 
iE1 
is a finite sum over the index set Iy := (i} xi E yQ) hence 
K(F, Y) = C <tii> IFI > < <L,k IFI >. 
is I, 
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As in Lemma 3.9(a) we derive 
/IA IYc,l/ = c I<#;> F)l cx;Ql Y
/I iEI II 
G Ilwt Y)l YII G IlfI YII llw!vII. I 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X= (xJial be a relatively separated family in 9, 
and let GE WR(CO, LL) be given. Then the mapping 
is a bounded, linear operator from Y,(X) into Y, satisfying (for some 
constant C, > 0, independent of X and G) 
II 
C AiLx,Gl Y GCs IIGI WR(Co, LL)ll lnl Ydll- 
(1 
(5.1) 
isf 
The convergence of the sum has to be understood with respect to the 
Y-norm if the finite sequences are dense in Yd and in the pointwise sense 
otherwise. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 3.4(b) the measure p,, := CiEIIZisXi belongs to 
W(M, Y) and II p,, IW(M, Y)II < c’ 1111 I Yd II with a C’ independent of X. 
Thus the proposition is a consequence of Proposition 3.10. 
Furthermore, F(x) = CiE, &L,G(x) is defined pointwise: since Y,(X) E 
ZGw (Lemma 3.5(b)) and (G(x;‘x),,~) E1: (by Lemma 3.8(a)) for all XE Y, 
the partial sums of F converge pointwise by the 1; - I;,,,-duality. If the 
finite sequences are dense in Y, the norm convergence of the sum follows 
directly from (5.1). 1 
In order to obtain an atomic decomposition of the elements of coorbit 
spaces we want to discretize the reproducing formula. We do so by 
approximating the (right) convolution operator 
T:Y-+Y, FI+F*G (5.2) 
by the operator 
TFF := C ($i, F) L,G, (5.3) 
isl 
where Y = ($i)iEl is an arbitrary U,-BUPU. Writing TF= F * G as a 
vector-valued integral TF= r F(y) L,G dy we see that T, may be inter- 
preted as a Riemannian sum for this integral. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. For G, X= (x~)~~[, and Y as above, every T, maps Y 
into Y * G and the family {TV} ( w ere h !P runs through the system of 
U,-BUPiJs) is uniformly bounded by CdC, /IGI WR(Co, Lc$)ll. 
Proof: By Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 
llT~FlYll= C (tii,F>Lx,GI Y G Il((ll/i~J’>)is,IY~II 
II isl II 
G C, IIG IWR(Co, L!Jll lf’l Y l. 
The constant C,7Cd is independent of G, X, and Y. 1 
The following result is fundamental for the theory of atomic decomposi- 
tions developed in Section 6, but it should also be of independent interest. 
It confirms the intuition that a refinement of the partition of unity Y will 
increase the degree of approximation of T, to T. This is not difficult to
verify in the strong operator topology, but the point is that one can verify 
convergence in the norm topology, because the rate of approximation 
depends only on the smoothness of the right convolution factor 
GE WR(Co, L!,,), but not on the domain Y of the convolution operator (as 
long as (3.1) holds true). 
For the following we consider the set of BUPUs as a directed set which 
is ordered by the inclusion of the corresponding neighbourhoods. We write 
Y + co if these neighbourhoods run through a neighbourhood basis of e. 
Thus Y + T, is a net and convergence of this net will be understood in 
that sense. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let Y be a translation invariant solid BF-space, w its 
canonical weight, and G E W”( Co, Lk). Then the net {T,} of approximating 
operators T, converges in the norm to the convolution operator T, i.e., 
lim I/IT- T,I Y/ =O. 
Y-cc 
Proof: Again, we first give the corresponding estimate for the pieces G, 
of G E WR(Co, LL). Let Y be a U-BUPU (for some U c U,). Then 
9fn := F* G,- 1 (tii, F) L,G,I Y 
II isl II 
= lT, lI,~i(z)F(z)(L,G,-L,,G,)dzI Y 
II I, I/ 
(as a vector-valued integral). 
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Since for each y E Y the integrand vanishes for i 4 Z, := {i E Z, xi E y 17, Q > 
we obtain, taking the norm with respect o the variable y, 
II% I YII = 
I/ 
1 1 tit(z) F(z)GzGnb) - L,G,(.Y)) dzl Y 
is:,, xi” II 
G 1 SUP IILGn-L,G,II, (tii> l4>l Y 
/I iEI, zex,u /I 
<(sup IILuGn-Gnllm) 1 (Ii/i, I4>lY 
ucu I ic Ir II 
6 ou(Gn) Cc, llf’l YII 
according to the proof of Proposition 5.1 and the notation 
o,(H):=sup I(L,H-HI],. 
UEU 
(5.4) 
Summing up over n and interchanging the order of summation one obtains 
II W- Td’l VI = 
!I 
1 R#‘* G, - 1 <tii, J’) L,GJ I Y 
II 
G &., 9, d C,‘;h YII c w(z,J o,(G,) 
:= :, JIFI YII O,(G). 
n 
Observing that wJG,,) d 2 IIG, II co implies 
Q,(G) G 2 1 w(z,) IIG, II m = 2C, IIGI WR(Co, L;)ll< ~0 (5.5) 
n 
and one finds for E > 0 some finite set E c Z such that C,, 4 E w(z,) l/G, II Q, 6 
-5/4Cd, hence CneE w(z,) o,(G,) < c/2C,. G, being uniformly continuous 
we can choose U, C U, such that w,(G,) < ~/(2 1 El C,) for all n E E. 
Consequently one has 52,(G) < s/Cd and therefore 
IIITF- T,FI Ylll GE IIFI Yll 
for every UI-BUPU ‘Y and E > 0. m 
Remark. G,(G) can be viewed as a modulus of continuity of G. 
6. THE ATOMIC DECOMPOSITION THEOREM AND STABILITY RESULTS 
This section contains our main result, the atomic decomposition of 
the coorbit spaces. For the proof we shall combine the methods of the 
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preceding sections. The identification of $90 Y with Y * G allows to work 
exclusively with functions on the group and subject o the reproducing 
formula. Then we apply the discretization technique of Section 5 and argue 
along the same lines as in [FG] in order to arrive at the decomposition 
of %U Y. In contrast to the direct methods in [FJl, FJ2, F4, R] the 
admissible atoms satisfy rather mild conditions and form a dense subspace 
Bw of .Z. 
THEOREM 6.1. (The Atomic Decomposition in % Y). For any g E W, 
there exist positive constants CO and C, (depending only on g) and a 
neighbourhood U of e such that for an arbitrary U-dense and relatively 
separated family X = (x~)~~ IE 3 the following is true: 
(i) Analysis: There exists a bounded linear operator A: %?u Y -+ Y,(X), 
i.e., writing A := (ni)i,, := A(f) one has 
IlA IYdW)ll 6 co Ilf IWO Yll, (6.1) 
such that every f E % Y can be represented as 
f = C Ai n(xi)g, 
icI 
(6.2) 
(ii) Synthesis: Conversely, assuming that X = (x~)~~ t is relatively 
separated, every A E Yd defines an element f = Cie, Ai z(xi)g in $2 Y with 
Ilf Ia VI d c, IM I YdGolI. (6.3) 
In both cases convergence takes place in the norm of % Y, if the finite 
sequences are norm dense in Y,, and in the w*-sense of (2;)’ otherwise. 
Proof We may work with a normalized geBw, IlAg = 1, for then the 
operator T: F H F * G (G := V,(g)) is a bounded projection from Y onto 
Y * G (because G * G = G from the orthogonality relations and Proposi- 
tion 4.3(ii)). Remember that V, is an isometrical isomorphism from %L Y 
onto Y * G that intertwines rr and L. Thus for any FE Y * G there is a 
unique f E %?o Y with V,(f) = F and to L,G correspond exactly the 
elements n(xi)g. Consequently, in order to obtain the atomic decomposi- 
tion it suffices todiscretize the convolution F * G. 
This has been done in Proposition 5.4: Since T acts on Y * G as the iden- 
tity operator and since the range of T, is always contained in Y * G we can 
choose a neighbourhood U such that for every U-dense family X= (x~)~~, 
and corresponding U-BUPU Y 
IJ(Id- T,I Y* GIlI <u< 1 
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by Proposition 5.4. This means that T, is invertible on Y * G, more 
precisely, Ty,’ can b e represented by the Neumann series T, 1 = 
C,“=o(Id-T~)“and IIl~~,I,.~~~ll~*~lll~~~-~~~l. 
It follows that any FE Y * G has the expansion 
F= T,(T,‘F)= 1 (t,bi, T,‘F) L,G in Y*G. (6.4) 
isI 
Pulling back to % Y (cf. Proposition 4.3(ii)) we obtain forfE%u Y 
f= C <It/i, 7’~’ vg(f)> “(xi)g. (6.5) 
iEI 
Since Ty,’ V,(f) E Y * G c Y the coefficients Izi:= (tji, T,’ V,(j)) fulfill 
IIn IY, II G C, II T,’ v,(f) I YII 
G Cc, Ill T, ’ Ill II v,(f) I VI d C,( 1 - a) - ’ IV I %‘u Yll 
after an application of Proposition 5.1. The constant C, := C,( 1 - a)- ’ 
depends only on the size of U (consequently it depends only on g and the 
arbitrary choice of a window-function k). The linearity of fti (J.i)iel is
obvious from the construction. 
In order to prove (ii) we apply V, and then Proposition 5.2: Since 
Y,(X)s Lyw (cf. 3.5(b)) and GE WR(Co, LL) by the assumption ge9&, 
the function 
belongs to L&,(9) and thus defines a unique element f~(Xk)’ (cf. 
Corollary 4.4(a)). The pointwise convergence of the partial sums of F 
implies the w*-convergence off := xi,, ~iA(Xi)g. Once f is identified asan 
element of (Zk)‘ it belongs to WU Y by Proposition 5.2 (where also 
the type of convergence is stated) and C, in (6.3) equals C, := 
Cs WI WR(Co, L!,Jll. I 
Remarks. (a) The constant Co depends only on g E 9JW and is the same 
for the family of spaces Y which have the same estimate for the right rans- 
lation norms. Given ge .%$, all these spaces have the same set of atoms 
{“(Xi)g, iEI}. Furthermore, the size of U of the U-dense family (x~)~~, 
depends only on g via the modulus of continuity a,( V,(g)). It can be 
estimated explicitly inconcrete xamples. 
(b) As a special case of the theorem, elements in (Z,!,)‘ are charac- 
terized by the existence of a representation fthe form xi,, din(xi)g with 
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Sup, llil W(Xi)-’ < CO. The method which was given in [FG] for the spaces 
5% LP, was not applicable to this situation. 
(c) The analysis of atomic decompositions is by no means restricted 
to coorbit spaces under irreducible integrable representations. A  soon as 
one disposes of a reproducing formula V,(f) * V,(g) = V,(f) and V,(g) E 
L;(Y) our theory of coorbits applies. Concrete examples indicate that this 
is true for a larger class of integrable representations than the irreducible 
ones. It is planned to investigate his point in another paper. 
(d) In view of the non-uniqueness of the atomic representation f
elements in coorbit spaces it is worth mentioning that our method is 
optimal in the following sense: Assume f~ (XL)’ has a representation 
Cif, Il,n(x:) g with coefficients satisfying certain decay/summability condi- 
tions, more precisely, belonging to some space Y&(X’) for some relatively 
separated family X’ = (x;)~, ,. Then the coefficients arising in our construc- 
tion satisfy the same conditions, i.e., they belong to the corresponding 
sequence space Yd (X). 
The proof of the above theorem even shows the following: 
COROLLARY 6.2. For any U-dense and relatively separated family 
X = (Xi)iEl the coorbit space 5% Y is a retract of the solid BK-space Yd(X). 
Proof. We observe that the mappings A: VU Y + Yd(X) of 
Theorem 6.1(i) and B: Y,(X) + %?u Y, with B(A) := xi ;liz(xi)g, are both 
bounded linear operators and satisfy Bo A = Id, y. Therefore % Y is a 
retract of Y,. 
The atomic decomposition of coorbit spaces allows one to reduce many 
problems to corresponding problems for sequence spaces. In Part II we 
shall apply this principle to the investigation fthe Banach space theoreti- 
cal properties of coorbit spaces. Here we treat only the behaviour of 
coorbit spaces under interpolation, because it is a direct consequence of 
Corollary 6.2. 
COROLLARY 6.3. A given family of coorbit spaces is closed with respect 
to a certain family of interpolation methods whenever the corresponding 
family of sequence spaces Y,(X) is stable under this family. 
The atomic decomposition theorem 6.1 gives an effective procedure to 
calculate suitable coefficients fora given function in order to expand it in 
terms of a given family of atoms n(x,)g. We finish this section with an 
investigation fthe properties of these coefficients, heir dependence on f, 
and the particular ingredients of the method. Since one may think of the 
assertions given below as statements on the stability ofthe atomic decom- 
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position method described in this paper with respect o small perturbations 
they should be of relevance in connection with numerical analysis. 
For later reference let us denote by A = A( Y, X, g) the mapping from 
% Y into Yd(X) which associates to every f~‘% Y its coefficients 
((,4f)i)is, n the atomic decomposition, using a fixed partition Y associated 
with the family X= (x~)~~, and some gogW as basic atom. 
According to (6.5) 
(Af)i= ($iv TF’ v,(f) > (h-6) 
and thus A = A( Y, X, g) can be written as a product 
4Y,.Xg)=C(y’)~T(y,X g)-lovg, (6.7) 
where V,:%Y+Y,T(Y,X,g)-‘:Y*GY*G (T(Y,X,g) is defined in 
(X3)), and C(Y): Y--f Y, is given as C(Y) := (( tii, F))i, [. 
By Theorem 6.1 the mapping A: 9% Y + Yd is always norm continuous. 
Additionally, we have the following weak continuity on (XL)‘: 
PROPOSITION 6.4. A(Y, X, g) is w*-continuous from (XL)’ into lGW, 
in particular, for any bounded w*-convergent net f, + f in (2:)’ the 
coefficients converge pointwise, i.e., (Afa)i + (Af )i for all iE I. 
Proof: It is our aim to verify that A = d* for a bounded operator d 
from 1: into 2: and that consequently A is w*-continuous as an operator 
from (Xk)’ into l&,. 
If one takes into consideration that in (6.6) we need only the restriction 
of C(Y) and T( Y, X, g) to L;“;w * G one is led to the operator 
d=Vg~F(Y,X, g)-‘0%9(Y), (6.8) 
which is composed of the following bounded linear operators: 
g(Y):lA,-+LL*G with %(Y)(A):=1 niIl/i*G 
iel 
y(Y,Y,,g):Lk*G+Lk*G with s(Y,X,g)F:=C <L,G,F)tii*G 
ieI 
(6.9) 
-tr,:L;*G+X; with Vg(F) := s F(y) n( y)g dy. 
One verifies by routine calculations that Vg*= V,, 
F( K X g)* = T( Y X g)l L;5, e G and WY)* = w?IL;~,* 0. 
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For example, for FE Lk * G, H = H * G E LGW * G one obtains 
F, 1 (@iv H) LxiG = (6 T(K x7 g)H). 
icl 
Since 5 considered as an operator on Lf+ * G and T on LG,,, * G satisfy 
IllId -FIN = IIIW - S)*III = IllId - Till < 1 
by Proposition 5.4, one can build the Neumann series C,“=O (Id-y)“, 
which is norm convergent to y( Y, X, g))’ and (r( Y, X, g)-‘)* = 
T( Y, X, g))‘. Consequently, 
Now we introduce for our “parameters” Y, X, g the following “metrics” 
(distance functions) which will allow us to express the continuous 
dependence of the coefficients from these parameters: 
(a) Fixing any h E BW we set for g, g’ E BW 
dot&‘, g’) := II v,z(g - g’) I L:ll + II J’,(g) - V,dg’) IWR(Co, L;)ll. (6.10) 
(b) Two well-spread sets X= (x~)~~[ and x’= (x:)~~, with the same 
index set are called V-close (for some neighbourhood V of e in 9) if 
x;‘x:E Vfor all ill. (6.11) 
Of course, one could work with a metric d, in case of a metric group 9. 
(c) For two families Y=($i)ie, and Y’= (I&)~.~ of continuous 
functions atisfying supp tji u supp $: E xiQ for some compact set Q we set 
d,(yl, w=y w-vu,. (6.12) 
Using this terminology we may formulate 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume that for go E SZl,+, Y. and X0 fulfill the conditions 
allowing one to obtain the atomic decomposition as described above. Then the 
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mapping (U: X g) H A( Y, X, g) is continuous at ( Iv,, X0, go), i.e., for E > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 and some V such that d,( g,, g) < 6, d2( Y, YO) < 6 and 
V-closeness of X to X0 implies 
IIMY x g)-A(\y,, xl, &)lll~oYy, Y,<E. (6.13) 
ProoJ: Since composition of operators is norm continuous, by (6.7) it 
suffices in view of (6.7) to verify the norm continuous dependence of the 
operators C, T-l, and V on their parameters eparately. 
Step 1. That the mapping Y--f C(Y) is continuous with respect o 
the operator norm follows from the following quantitative version of 
Proposition 4.1: 
LEMMA 6.6. Let a relatively separated family X= (xi)iEl and a compact 
set Q=Q-’ be given. Set I,,:= {i:xiEyQ} and h:=supytB #I,, as usual. 
Assume that Z-Zi E X(‘S) satisfy supp Hi E xiQ for alf iE Z and 
supie, /[Hi 1) m < co. Then 
II(<Hi, f’))ie,l Yd(X)lI Gc,hSuPie, IlHillm IlFl YII. (6.14) 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume F and ZZi to be non- 
negative. Set K(y) = Cic,, (Hi, F) and choose k E z(9) with k(z) 3 1 on 
Q’. Then ll((ffi, J’))ie,l YdII = IlKI Yll, and 
(Lyk,J’)<hsup I(HiIl~f’*k”(y)- 
I 
Taking the Y-norm on both sides one obtains 
llt(ffi,F>)ie,l YdlG IlklLkllhsuP llffillm I Ft Y/l. 
ieI 
Step 2. Since T, = T( Y,,, X,,, go) is invertible and operator inversion 
is a norm continuous mapping in a neighbourhood of T,, the continuity of 
(Y, X, g) + T( Y, X, g)-’ follows from the continuity of (Y, X, g) + 
T( Y, X, g). In order to prove this let us separate variables once more by 
writing T( Y, X, g) = S(X, G) C(Y), with S(X, G): Yd + Y, S(X, G)(A) = 
xjal IiL,G. Then 
Wo, Go) - SW, G) = SW,, Go - G) + (S(Xo, G) - S(X, G)). 
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We estimate the two terms separately: 
(a) The continuity with respect o G follows from Proposition 5.2, 
showing that 
IlS(Xo, Go-G)(n)1 YII GC, IlGo-Gl WRtCo, L;)ll Ml Y/l. 
(b) Continuity with respect o X, i.e., an estimate for the second 
term, is shown as follows. Assuming that X and X0 are V-close we can 
write 
W’o, G)(n) - SW, G)(A) = c UL;, G - L,iG) 
isl 
= C JiLx, tLu,G - G) 
iol 
with ui E V for all iE I. (6.15) 
Because of the decomposition (4.11) of G the auxiliary function 
G*(x) := sup lG(o-‘x) - G(x)1 
“E v 
satisfies 
G*(x) G f Rzn (sup IG,(u+x) - G,(x)l) := f R,~H,(x). 
n=l “E v II=1 
Since supp H,c VQ and lIH,(I, =ay(G,) imply (cf. (5.5)) 
IIG* I WR(Co, Ltv)ll s f Ilffnll m w(zrJ 
n=l 
and thus G* E WR(Co, L!,,) with arbitrarily small norm if X and X0 are 
sufficiently c ose to each other. Now (6.15) can be estimated (writing ILII 
for (Inil)icl) 
IWO, G)(A)- W, G)(A)1 4 S(X, G*)(JAl). (6.16) 
Invoking Proposition 5.2 once more one obtains 
IlW’o, G)(~)-W, G)(n)1 Y,II < IISK G*)(lAl)l YII 
G C IIG* I WRWo, L!,Jll IIA I Yc,Il 
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and thus the estimate for the operator norm 
IIISWo, G) - WC G)III yd(x) + Y G C,Q v(G). 
Step 3. g + V, is continuous. 
In order to estimate the operator norm )I[ V,- V,,ll[ VO r+ y we measure 
the norms in %?o Y and 2; with respect o a fixed vector h E W,. Since on 
Lf&.& V,* = Vg by the definitions (4.7) and (6.9) and thus Vg 0 V, = Id 
by (4.9), the formula 
V Y^h(,s-)U-)(~) = (n(x) K(G), f> = (%T,(LG)J) 
= (LG J’,Af)> = V,(f) * G’%) (6.17) 
is valid for GE Lk n L;“;,, in particular 
uf-~ =vKiw*w w = vhu-)* VhW (6.18) 
is an extension of the orthogonality relation (2.2) tofE%o Y. Therefore 
II V,(f) - V,,(f) IVI = II V/o-) * Vhk - gdV I VI (by (3.1)) 
Remark. Under mild additional conditions on g it can even be shown 
that it is sufficient to use the L’-norm in (6.12) instead of the Lm-norm in 
order to verify the continuous dependence of the coefficients from the 
system Y = ($i)i, ,. Thus for practical purposes it is no problem to replace 
the BUPUs Y by a family of characteristic functions corresponding to a 
sufficiently fine partition of the group Y. 
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